
 

FACILITATING  
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING  
OUTDOORS 

A chance to try out new ideas and test the theory  

Designed by the Institute for Outdoor Learning (IOL) this two-day course 

(Saturday 9 to 5 + Sunday 9 to 4) provides an opportunity for participants to 

experiment with a wide range of facilitation techniques and explore the theories 

behind them.  It is suitable for providers of all types of outdoor learning including 

multi-activity instructos, fieldwork teachers, Duke of Edinburgh Award leaders, 

overseas expedition leaders, Scout and Guide leaders, providers of technical 

outdoor courses, management training consultants, and those involved in 

personal and social development work.  Price includes a manual designed by 

IOL.   Places are limited to 12 participants per course.   

 

Dates 

September 14th/15th Shrivenham Memorial Hall, nr Swindon SN6 8AU 

January 18th/19th Blue Persis Mountain Centre, Gwynedd LL55 3EY 

March 14th/15th Woodlands OEC Glasbury on Wye Powys HR3 5LP 
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Topics Covered include: e 
Needs Analysis  
How do we ensure that we meet the needs of course participants 

while also meeting the expectations of other stake holders? 

 
Goal Setting 
How do we involve our clients in setting goals for themselves?  

 
Creating a Safe Learning Environment 
What are the best ways of keeping our clients safe physically 
psychologically and intellectually while still challenging them? 

  

Briefings 

Do briefings always require words? Do they have to occur before 
every activity? What’s the effect of ‘framing’ and ‘frontloading’? 

 
Mood shifting 
What are the best games for psyching groups up, keeping them going 
or calming them down? 
 
Reviewing 
Is it always necessary to review?  What are the most engaging 
techniques? 

 

Reflection and Transfer of Learning 

How can we encourage our clients to reflect constructively in order to 
maximize their learning? 

How can we make sure that the learning that takes place on our 
courses goes home with the participants? 

 

The theory behind it all 

What are the theories behind good facilitation? 

 

Opportunities to network 
Plenty of time to network with other participants built into the course. 

Comments from previous participants: 
‘A really fun course with genuinely useful content’ Liz, Instructor 

‘Lun has a real talent for getting alongside each individual to help them identify and work towards their own learning objectives.’ Heather, 
Management Training Consultant 

‘The Facilitation Skills course was of great benefit to me at the time and continues to assist me in my delivery.’  Paul, Expedition Leader 

‘This course is just as important as getting your Mountain Leader Award – more so in fact!’ Ebbi, Instructor 

‘I did a lot of Facilitation at University and so wasn't sure whether I'd gain much, but I definitely did!’ Tom, Instructor 

 

Lun Roberts: Eluned (Lun) Roberts has over thirty years’ experience of leading groups in the 

outdoors including devising and delivering fieldwork and multi-activity courses at Outdoor Education 
Centres, delivery of NGB awards, taking groups abroad on a freelance basis, and running 
management training courses.  She was the Institute for Outdoor Learning’s Professional 
Development Manager for a number of years and still coaches and assesses for them as well as 
being the Co-ordinator for the IOL committee in Wales.  In addition to being a qualified teacher (MEd) 
she holds an MIA and is a Leading Practitioner of the Institute for Outdoor Learning.  Lun was one of 
the authors and co-edited the Environmental Learning Cards for the Outdoor Education Advisors 
Panel. 


